In light of the latest IceCube data, we discuss the implications of the cosmic ray (CR) energy input from hypernovae and supernovae into the Universe, and their propagation in the hosting galaxies and galaxy clusters or groups. The magnetic confinement of CRs in these environments may lead to efficient neutrino production via pp collisions, resulting in a diffuse neutrino spectrum extending from PeV down to 10 TeV energies, with a spectrum and flux level compatible with that recently reported by IceCube. If the diffuse 10 TeV neutrino background largely comes from such CR reservoirs, the corresponding diffuse γ-ray background should be compatible with the recent Fermi data. In this scenario, the CR energy input from hypernovae should be dominant over that of supernovae, implying that the starburst scenario does not work if the supernova energy budget is a factor of two larger than the hypernova energy budget. Thus, this strong case scenario can be supported or ruled out in the near future.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of PeV and sub-PeV astrophysical neutrinos by IceCube [1] [2] [3] , which more recently has been extended down to 10 TeV energies [4] , is a major development. The origin of these neutrinos is a matter of intense interest (for recent reviews, see e.g. [5, 6] ). A promising type of candidates for this may be star-forming galaxies including starbursts [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , in which the major contributing sources may be supernovae (SNe) as well as their hyper-energetic equivalent the so-called hypernovae (HNe) [8, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and active galactic nuclei (AGN) [10, 18] . Other possible candidates include low-luminosity classes of gammaray bursts [19, 20] , radio-loud active galactic nuclei [18, [21] [22] [23] [24] , galaxy clusters and groups [8, 25] with accretion shocks [26, 27] that may accelerate cosmic rays (CRs) to higher energies [28, 29] or other CR sources such as galaxy mergers in clusters [30] .
In this work, we will concentrate mainly on the hypernovae/supernovae origin of neutrinos from pp interactions in the starburst and normal starforming intragalactic material and the intracluster medium. In particular, we discuss their implications in light of the latest IceCube data in the 10 TeV range. Constraints from the diffuse gammaray background measured by Fermi are even more pronounced in this case.
II. HYPERNOVA AND SUPERNOVA ENERGY INPUT RATE
HNe are a sub-class of broad-line Type Ib/c SNe with ejecta kinetic energies of order E k = 10 52 E k,52 erg, representing a fraction ξ hn 4 × 10 −2 ξ hn,−1.4 of all core-collapse SNe, with substantial uncertainties, (e.g. [31] [32] [33] between ε p,min ∼ 1 GeV and ε p,max < ∼ 10 17 ε p,17 eV, the energy density input rate per logarithmic interval of energy is ε p Q εp U cr /C ergMpc −3 yr −1 , where the bolometric correction is C = ln (ε p,max /ε p,min ) for a spectral index Γ = 2 [35] . Assuming Γ ∼ 2 and taking C ∼ 18C 18 the local (z = 0) CR energy input per logarithmic interval in the Universe due to hypernovae is ε p Q εp hn 6.4 × 10 44 ξ hn,−1. 
which is larger than the typical value expected for gamma-ray bursts. Conventional SNe will also contribute significantly to lower-energy CRs, having a smaller kinetic energy input E k,sn 10 51 E ksn,51 erg but a larger rate R sn . The typical CR energy of SNe is uncertain and could be less (e.g. E cr,sn = 4.8 × 10 49 erg). In general, the energy injection rate for SNe is given by
2) It is believed that SNe can typically accelerate CRs to a maximum energy ε p,max ∼ 10 15 eV resulting in C sn ∼ 13.8. The energy input due to conventional SNe would be typically larger than that of HNe at lower energies. However, with the parameters given above, Eq. 2 implies the energy input rate of SNe for CRs with ε p < ∼ ε p,max,sn is roughly half that of HNe. Below, we leave this ratio as a free parameter.
III. SHOCK ACCELERATION
A typical broad-line Type Ibc SN has a bulk ejecta mass of M ej 3M ej,0.5 M with an average velocity β ej = (V ej /c) = 6.1 × 10
ej,0.5 . The common assumption for normal SNe [36] is that a majority of the CRs are accelerated by the time the ejecta decelerates at a distance R dec from the progenitor, when the amount of external mass swept up is comparable to the ejecta mass. The postshock random magnetic field strength is expected to be amplified to a fraction B of the postshock thermal energy, B s ∼ (16π B n g m N c 2 β 2 ej ) 1/2 , with n g being the interstellar particle number density. The upstream magnetic field should also be amplified by e.g., CR-streaming instabilities, but in any case the stronger magnetic fields in starburst galaxies may also be enough [8] . Diffusive shock acceleration in the blast wave leads to a power law spectrum distribution N (ε p ) ∝ ε −Γ p , typically with Γ > ∼ 2, up to a maximum energy ε p,max (3/20) for CRs with charge Z. However, in the following we only consider CR protons. Note that while many SNe and HNe may happen in relatively lowdensity regions such as superbubbles, the dependence on n g is weak. For normal SNe, using the same parameters except for E k = 10 51 erg, the maximum energy would be ε p,sn,max 1.1 × 10
16 Zn
ej,0.5 eV. As we will show below, HNe that occur in starburst galaxies can accelerate the majority of CRs which produce detectable high-energy neutrinos. Although we use typical numbers for HNe for our estimates, in starforming galaxies hosting an AGN, the latter may be also contribute as a 10-100 PeV CR accelerator [10, 18] .
CRs suffer energy losses both during acceleration and after escaping their source. Synchrotron losses are negligible at the energies considered here, the dominant loss mechanism being hadronuclear (pp) collisions. The effective optical depth to pp collisions undergone while advected downstream of the blast wave is τ pp,s ∼ t dyn /t pp ∼ κσ pp R(c/V ), where κ ∼ 0.5 is the inelasticity and σ pp (ε p = 100 PeV) ∼ 10 −25 cm 2 (in the numerical calculations presented below we use the energy dependent inelastic pp cross section presented in [37] ). Thus τ pp,s ∼ 1.3 × 10
3 , which is negligible compared to losses during the subsequent propagation. Similar considerations apply also to the supernovae.
IV. PROPAGATION EFFECTS AND pp

OPTICAL DEPTH
The propagation of the CRs in the turbulent magnetic field of the host galaxy and galaxy cluster depends, in the diffusion approximation, on the strength of the magnetic field B, the CR Larmor radius r L , and the coherence length c of the magnetic field fluctuations. At the highest energies ε p , where
α , where α = 1/3 (1/2) for a Komolgoroff (Kraichnan) fluctuation power spectrum (e.g., [38] ). The two regimes can be inter-polated as
where r L (ε p * ) = c /5 with D * (1/4)cr L (ε p * ) [39] . Below we shall use α = 1/3 as an example, but the discussion can be generalized to a general positive α value.
After leaving the source (e.g. HNe or SNe), the CRs first propagate diffusively through the host galaxy or are advected away by a strong galactic wind (typically with velocity V w ∼ 1500 km/s in starburst galaxies [40] and V w ∼ 500 km/s for normal star-forming galaxies [41, 42] ). For a starburst galaxy (SBG) the gas scale height H g ∼ 30−300 pc may be parameterized as H sbg ∼ 300 pc 10 21 H 21 cm. We assume a magnetic field strength of B g ∼ 200 × 10 −6 B g,−3.7 G and a coherence length parameterized here as c,g ∼ 10
20 g,20 cm. Both quantities are subject to large uncertainties and variations, so that the diffusion coefficient adopted here corresponds to the optimistic case. For our fiducial starburst galaxy parameters, we obtain ε p * ,g ∼ 1.11 × 10 2 / s. To ensure CR confinement, we require the coherence length to satisfy ε p * ,g > ∼ 10 − 100 PeV [8] . For a normal starforming galaxy (SFG), we take the typical scale height to be H g ∼ 1000 pc, with c,g ∼ 10 −1 H g , a magnetic field of B g ∼ 6µG [43] and interstellar medium density of n g ∼ 1 cm −3 .
Given the above, the time for CR diffusive escape from the galaxy can be calculated, which for starburst galaxies is
w,3.2 s regardless of the CR energy. Notice that advective escape dominates diffusive escape from the galaxy for CRs with energy ε p < ∼ ε w with
yielding ε w ∼ 5.1 × 10 15 eV for the fiducial parameters used here .
The effective pp optical depth undergone during propagation in a starburst galaxy is τ pp,g
in the ranges (ε p > ε p * ,g ), (ε w < ε p < ε p * ,g ) and (ε p < ε w ), respectively. One can see that starburst galaxies are efficient neutrino factories via pp interactions due to their high interstellar gas density. As seen in figures 1 through 4, normal star-forming galaxies have lower values of ε p * ,g , ε w , and τ pp,g resulting in only a modest amount of neutrinos produced at high energies. We will show below that if the starburst fraction is high and CRs with energies up to ∼ 10 − 100 PeV are sufficiently confined, the majority of the observed high-energy diffuse neutrino flux can be explained using HNe or other sources in starburst galaxies.
For the subsequent propagation in the galaxy cluster or group, the average magnetic field and coherence length are parameterized as B cl ∼ 10 −6 B cl,−6 G and 
, for a cluster located at redshift z = 1 such a break occurs at an energy ε p,cl ∼ 4 × 10 17 Z eV. If the cluster break energy is higher than the maximum HNe energy, CR diffusion does not significantly affect the fraction of CRs that interact in the intracluster medium. The cluster pp optical depth is again τ pp,cl = n cl κσ pp c min[t d,cl , t age ], assuming a typical intracluster gas density n cl 10 −4 n cl,−4 cm −3 , at high redshifts (e.g.
−2 n cl,−4 (t age /5.8 Gyr) (7) For more nearby clusters τ pp,cl increases as the cluster age approaches the local Hubble time, although the density is also redshift-dependent.
For a diffusion exponent α different from the value 1/3 used as an example above, the values of τ pp,g , τ pp,cl,H , etc., are calculated similarly and are somewhat different, as can be seen in the numerical results discussed in the next section.
Further pp collisions occur in the intergalactic medium after the CRs escape the cluster, but with the intergalactic target density n igm = 2.5 × 10 −7 (Ω b h 2 /0.022) cm −3 , and a total flight time limited by t H ∼ 10 10 yr, the corresponding τ pp,igm is negligible compared to the previous two contributions.
V. DIFFUSE NEUTRINO FLUX
When high-energy CRs undergo pp interactions with the ambient intragalaxy and intracluster medium, charged and neutral pions are created which subsequently decay to neutrinos and γ-rays respectively. On average, the resulting neutrino and parent CR energies can be related by ε ν 0.05 ε p . As a result, the diffuse neutrino flux (per flavor per logarithmic interval of energy) can be estimated using the CR energy injection rate similarly to what is done for GRBs [8, 44] , as
where the physical CR energy injection rate per energy bandwidth at a given redshift z is related to eqs.(1, 2), cosmological evolution is taken into account by the scale factor S(z) so the normalized physical star formation rate is
with
where a = 3.4, b = −0.3, c = −3.5, η ≈ −10, B 5000, and C 9 [45, 46] .
The sum in eq. (8) is over the different galactic and cluster/group contributions. We assume a fraction ξ sbg of neutrinos are produced in starburst galaxies with the rest ξ sf g = 1 − ξ sbg produced in normal starforming galaxies:
ξ sbg e −τ pp,g,sbg + ξ sf g e −τ pp,g,sf g
Note that in the last line of eq. (11) only CRs which escape from the galaxies can contribute to the cluster component.
For Fig. 1 (top panel) . Here the contributions of the pp interactions in the galaxies are indicated both for the supernova and hypernova components. In the same figure, the resulting diffuse gamma-ray flux is also shown, resulting from the corresponding π 0 decays and the subsequent pair cascades in the intergalactic medium, which are discussed in §VI. A similar calculation for a D ∝ ε
1/2 p
Komolgoroff type diffusion coefficient is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 .
The situation depends strongly on the diffusion coefficients of galaxies and clusters, which are uncertain especially at high energies; and, due in large part to uncertainties in the magnetic coherence length. For example, the diffusion coefficient for normal galaxies used in Fig. 1 is 10 times lower than the value obtained for our Milky Way. While this discrepancy is alleviated by inhomogeneities, the diffuse Galactic emission suggests that the CR spectral break is much lower since the observed γ-ray spectrum is already steep at GeV energies [48] . In Fig. 2 , we conservatively use the diffusion coefficient suggested for our Milky Way [49] for normal star-forming galaxies. We then use the scaling relation D ∝ r L (ε p ) α (see §IV) to determine the diffusion coefficient in starbursts. Since the break energy is sensitive to the diffusion coefficient, one sees that the diffuse neutrino background cannot be explained by star-forming galaxies in this case, even with an optimistically high fraction of HN kinetic energy converted to CRs (i.e. 7.5 × 10 51 erg). At high energies the galaxy contribution may not be appreciable. At and below ε p * ,g 1.11×10
18 g,20 B g,−3.7 eV, however, the galactic contribution becomes considerable, τ pp,g (ε p * ,g ) 0.33, overcoming the cluster contribution at the same energy. For this combination of parameters the cluster and group contribution should be dominant, and it is possible 49 ergs of CR energy respectively, and the proton spectral index is Γ = 2. The starburst galaxy scale height, density, and magnetic field strength are H sbg = 300pc, n sbg = 200 cm −3 , and B sbg = 200 µG and are represented by red lines. For normal starforming galaxies H sf g = 1000 pc, n sf g = 1 cm −3 , and B sf g = 6 µG; they are represented by blue lines. The contribution from HNe are marked with solid lines colored while those from the SNe are dashed. The solid green line denotes the total cluster contribution (i.e. HNe and SNe from both types of galaxies). Green data points correspond to the Fermi measurements of the extragalactic diffuse γ-ray background [47] and black points to the IceCube measurements of astrophysical neutrinos [4] to explain the diffuse neutrino background with hard spectra. Note that the parameters used for the cluster/group contribution to the diffuse neutrino flux are optimistic, and massive clusters are only a fraction of the total cluster population. Returning the parameters used in Fig. 1 , the flux resulting from average host galaxies with a smaller (top) and larger (bottom) fraction of CRs produced in starburst galaxies is shown in Fig. 3 . Here the fraction of HN/SN CR energy was adjusted ad-hoc in order to fit the observed neutrino flux with E cr,hn = 5 × 10 51 erg and E cr,sn = 2.2 × 10 50 erg for ξ sbg = 0.01, and E cr,hn = 10 51 erg and E cr,sn = 2.5 × 10 49 erg for ξ sbg = 0.5 respectively. The diffusion coefficient was taken to be D ∝ ε 1/3 p while leaving the remaining parameters unchanged.
The Figs. 1 and 3 were calculated for "typical" star-forming galaxies with parameters as given above, and for a proton injection spectrum Γ = 2. We consider next the SFG and SBG contributions using the same parameters, but with a proton injection index Γ = 2.1, results are shown in Fig.  4 .
The effect of pγ interactions in the galactic and intracluster medium is sub-dominant relative to the pp collisions in the relevant energy range, although it becomes dominant at very high energies [50] . 
VI. GAMMA-RAY CASCADES
The same pp interactions which produce neutrinos also produce high-energy γ-rays with typical energy γ ∼ ε p /10. Note that because of this connection, their resulting flux can be related by
When γ-rays with energy γ > ∼ 100 GeV are injected into intergalactic space sufficiently far from Earth (i.e. ∼ few Mpc), they undergo γγ interactions with extragalactic background light (EBL) photons producing electron/position pairs. The pairs scatter additional EBL photons via the inverse Compton mechanism generating an electromagnetic cascade. The resulting cascade γ-ray spectrum takes a universal form, (e.g., [51] ): respectively. Here τ γγ is the optical depth for a high energy photon traveling through intergalactic space, the values for which are from model C of [52] .
There is also an attenuated component to the observed γ-ray flux from photons with energy γ < ∼ cut γ which can be calculated similarly to eq.
which combined with eq. (13) can be compared with Fermi -LAT measurements of the extragalactic diffuse γ-ray background [47] . Figures  1 through 4 show our calculated diffuse flux of neutrinos and γ-rays along with data from IceCube and Fermi.
VII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this work, we discuss the starburst scenario in light of the new 10 TeV neutrino data. Although there are larger systematic uncertainties involved in removing the atmospheric muon background at such low energies, it may be challenging to explain the diffuse neutrino flux in the whole energy range with a single power-law component. Adding the SNe contribution enables us to explain the low-energy data, but we find that constraints from the diffuse gamma-ray background are quite stringent. If the CR energy input by SNe is a factor of two larger than that by HNe, the diffuse gamma-ray background is violated. Additional constraints may be placed on the cluster contribution by considering the observed radio background produced by secondary electrons [53] . Thus, we conclude that if the diffuse neutrino background in the PeV range originates mainly from HNe (and their host galaxies), the HN contribution should be larger than or at least comparable to the SN contribution. However, in cases where the cluster/group contribution is mainly responsible for the diffuse neutrino flux, it is still possible for the SN contribution to overwhelm the HN contribution (e.g. the top panel of figure 3 ).
This strong case scenario, where the cluster/group contribution dominates, has an interesting feature that can be tested soon. As proposed by Murase et al. [8] , CR reservoirs can give a common explanation for both the diffuse neutrino and γ-ray backgrounds. In general, the contributions from starbursts and other sources to the neutrino flux above 100 TeV result in subdominant contributions to the diffuse γ-ray background. However, as we show above any source which contributes significantly to the 10 TeV diffuse neutrino flux in the pp scenario must also account for almost all of the diffuse γ-ray background. It is commonly believed that the diffuse gamma-ray background is dominated by unresolved blazars [54, 55] , implying a comparatively smaller starburst contribution. Although there are still significant uncertainties in the modeling of both blazar (e.g., [56, 57] ) and starburst contributions (e.g., [10, 58] ), our results imply that the strong case scenario can be tested by an improved understanding or characterization of the diffuse γ-ray background.
If, for example, it is proven that blazars are responsible for > ∼ 50% of the observed diffuse γ-ray background, the starburst contribution to the diffuse neutrino background at low energies should be small, especially if the CR energy input from SNe is comparable to or larger than that from HNe. If this is the case, other sources may prove to be responsible for the low-energy neutrino component. For instance, there might be a significant contribution from Galactic sources. Although the Galactic diffuse emission by CRs propagating in our Milky Way cannot provide the main contribution [17, 59] , some extended sources such as the Fermi Bubbles [17, 60] or nearby HN remnants [14, 17] could be viable. Alternatively, the diffuse neutrino background might be produced mainly by hidden neutrino sources via pγ processes [19, 24, 61] . The advantage of the strong case considered here is that it can be tested by multimessenger approaches. It has been commonly believed that Galactic CRs come from SN remnants. If the diffuse neutrino background is dominated by star-forming galaxies, our results imply that even Galactic CRs may include significant contributions from past HN remnants.
CR acceleration to energies > ∼ 10 16 − 10 17 eV has also been proposed in other accelerators, such as shocks in AGN jets, (e.g. [23, 28, 29] ), AGN winds [10, 18] , and AGN cores [21, 22, 61] . While in such cases neutrinos can come from AGNs themselves, CRs escaping from AGNs can also produce neutrinos in intergalactic space, which may give a significant contribution to the diffuse neutrino background [8] . Other possibilities are accretion shocks onto clusters of galaxies [25, 62] and galaxy mergers in clusters [30] . In principle, the discussion of the cluster/group propagation effects discussed above also applies to any intracluster sources. The main difference between these other sources and SNe/HNe (or sources in-side galaxies in general) is that the CRs accelerated in the former do not undergo pp interactions in the galactic gas, but only in the intra-cluster gas; whereas CRs from HNe and galactic sources undergo pp interactions in both the host galaxy and the cluster/group. This disparity may be relevant at sub-PeV and TeV energies, where the spectral shape of the neutrino flux can provide clues to the source. In this energy range we expect the advective escape and Hubble times to dominate the galactic and cluster diffusion times respectively, and at different critical energies (i.e. ε w and ε p,cl as in §IV). Therefore, for galactic sources, a soft spectrum is typically expected at energies below the maximum acceleration energy, with ε
with a leveling off of the slope to ε 2 ν Φ ν ∼ constant below about ε ν,g ∼ 130 (2/(1 + z)) TeV (assuming, e.g., a galactic magnetic field strength of 200µG and diffusion exponent α = 1/2). Sources which release their CRs directly into the intracluster medium on the other hand, are expected to produce relatively flat neutrino spectra below a break around ε ν,cl ∼ few (2/(1 + z)) PeV, steepening above that. This is seen in the calculations for a proton injection index Γ = 2, as in Figs. 1, 3. While both features are subject to large uncertainties in parameters, their presence could be suggestive of sources which are embedded in starforming or starburst galaxies.
As shown by Murase et al. [8] , in the pp scenario, the neutrino spectrum cannot be softer than about ε 2 ν Φ ν ∝ ε −0.2 ν at low energies for the corresponding γ-ray component not to violate the Fermi measurements of the diffuse gamma-ray background [47] . At the same time, a flat spectrum at moderate to high energies creates tension with the non-detection of neutrinos with energies near the Glashow resonance at ε ν ∼ 6 PeV, which necessitates a neutrino spectral shape near that energy steeper than ε Figs. 1 and 3 , the model presented here can also resolve this tension. The neutrino spectrum is flat at low energies ε ν < ∼ 130 TeV and softens to ε 2 ν Φ ν ∝ ε −α ν slightly before the Glashow resonance, while the corresponding diffuse gamma-ray spectrum is below the Fermi measured flux.
We have shown in §V that the high-energy diffuse neutrino flux could potentially be explained by HNe, predominantly those located in dense starburst galaxies (e.g. the red solid curve in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 ) especially for ε ν > ∼ 50 TeV. For neutrinos with this energy and below, the SNe in both starburst and normal starforming galaxies contribute significantly to the diffuse flux and produce a "bump" in the spectrum [64] . Reasonable fits by eye are obtained for the diffuse neutrino flux measured by IceCube including the latest TeV data by using reasonable parameters for the sources as well as the diffusion properties in hosting structures. Such a flux also approximates but does not violate the diffuse γ-ray background measured by Fermi. This does not mean that SNe and HNe are necessarily the only sources contributing to the neutrino and γ-ray diffuse backgrounds. It supports, however, the case for CR reservoirs such as clusters and groups being promising sources which could contributes at least a significant fraction of these backgrounds, without violating both CR [65] and γ-ray constraints.
